“It is the beginning of wisdom when you recognize
that the best you can do is choose which rules you
want to live by, and it's persistent and aggravated
imbecility to pretend you can live without any.”
~ Wallace Stegner ~

Canada
UN Watch comment on Canada’s announcement of
$25 million for UNRWA
“UN Watch is gravely concerned that Canada, a world leader in combating
racism, is yet again handing UNRWA millions of taxpayer dollars to fund
teachers who endorse Hitler and advocate the murder of Jews,” said Hillel
Neuer, executive director of the Geneva-based watchdog group.“Despite
a detailed report that I presented at Parliament in April, identifying 60
more UNRWA employees who preach antisemitism and Jihadi terrorism,
neither the Trudeau government nor UNRWA has informed us of a single
UNRWA teacher who has been fired as a result.
https://www.unwatch.org/un-watch-comment-canadas-announcement-25million-unrwa/

A stadium full of refugees
Not long ago, Justin Trudeau was the darling of the PC crowd. Today, PM
Trudeau has a big mess in his hands and he's struggling quite a bit. He has
sought to tone down the warm welcome he promised to migrants, after
arrivals at the Canadian border hit 250 a day, leaving immigration officials
struggling to cope with the influx. The moral of the story is that liberals
love to pander for votes.
http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2017/08/a_stadium_full_of_refugee
s.html

PM Trudeau's words have consequences
Like the rider on a pretty pony who gets a standing ovation at the circus,
PM Justin Trudeau of Canada has done a lot of politically correct dancing
and prancing in the world arena. He is cute, telegenic, does not talk like
Trump, speaks in bigger generalities than Obama, and he has a bunch
of refugees coming into Canada.
http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2017/08/pm_trudeaus_words_have
_consequences.html#ixzz4qD7kHUtl

Trudeau takes aim at 'racist' rallies, urges trust in
immigration system
When asked if the unprecedented number of border crossers was stoking
anti-immigrant sentiments in the country, Trudeau condemned the
"intolerant, racist demonstrations" that have been planned in recent days.
"The small minority, angry, frustrated group of racists don't get to define
who we are as a country, don't get to tell others who we are and don't get
to change the nature of the open, accepting values that make us who we
are," Trudeau said.
http://www.ctvnews.ca/politics/trudeau-takes-aim-at-racist-rallies-urgestrust-in-immigration-system-1.3553602

London, Ontario bans anti-Islamization rally:
“Ideologies contrary to City of London not
permitted in civic spaces”
Racism, bigotry and hatred have no place in London but our right to free
speech does. As Londoners, we are vehemently in opposition to any motion
that is passed by this City Council that undermines our fundamental and
constitutionals rights, freedoms, and laws under the guise of political
correctness.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/08/london-ontario-bans-antiislamization-rally-ideologies-contrary-to-city-of-london-not-permitted-incivic-spaces

Western Leftists Need to Stop Supporting Islam’s
Regressive Elements by Fazana Hassan
One fallacy – both by conservatives and liberals – lies in the perception of
Muslims as a monolith. While the former consider all Muslims perpetrators,
the latter consider them all to be victims of bigotry. The fact is that the
radicals are both perpetrators of hatred and misogyny. At the very least,
their opinions need to be challenged and marginalized rather than enabled
through motions like M103.
http://www.torontosun.com/2017/08/24/western-leftists-need-to-stopsupporting-islams-regressive-elements

Far-right group claims victory after emerging from
Quebec City parking garage
"We made our point. I really believe this day will be the day La Meute gets
out peacefully, just to the show the people what we really are," said
Patrick Beaudry, one of the group's founders.
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/quebec-far-right-la-meute1.4254792

Mayor tells right-wing group to leave Quebec City;
says they won popularity contest
Quebec City’s mayor says right-wing protesters are not welcome in his city
but he believes they won the popularity contest during duelling
demonstrations over the weekend. Mayor Regis Labeaume thanked
members of the right-wing group, La Meute, for collaborating with police
while some counter-protesters turned violent.
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/mayor-tells-right-winggroup-to-leave-quebec-city-says-they-won-popularitycontest/article36042026/

Canadian ISIS member identified by Interpol as
‘potential suicide bomber’

Former Toronto resident Tabirul Hasib, 25, is among 173 ISIS fighters
Interpol has named as potential suicide bombers, based on data
uncovered by U.S. intelligence. Terrorism researcher Prof. Amarnath
Amarasingam, who found the Bangladeshi-Canadian on the list, said
Interpol disseminated it because “they are scared of many of these
guys sneaking into various countries to launch attacks.”
http://globalnews.ca/news/3683084/canadian-isis-fighter-interpol/

This is a modern day witch hunt.
Christine Douglass-Williams does
not have a racist bone in her body.
Canadian government appointee Christine
Douglass-Williams under fire for writing for Jihad
Watch
Meanwhile, much is made of my saying that “Islamophobia” is a term
designed to intimidate people into fearing to oppose jihad terror, but this
article itself, and the “scrutiny” of Christine Douglass-Williams for writing
for Jihad Watch, is an illustration of the truth of what I said. She opposes
jihad terror, and so is under fire on suspicions of “Islamophobia.” “bigotry”
and “racism.” Meanwhile, who calls Jihad Watch a “hateful website”? A
representative of the National Council of Canadian Muslims, formerly
known as CAIR-CAN . That’s right, Hamas-linked CAIR. Expect Melanie Joly
to jump to do its bidding.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/08/canadian-government-appointeechristine-douglass-williams-under-fire-for-writing-for-jihad-watch

If you want to accuse someone of prejudice, use
the right word by John Robson
Monday’s National Post story that, “A board member with the Canadian
Race Relations Foundation, an arm’s-length federal government agency
with a mandate to combat racial discrimination, is in jeopardy of losing her
post over her writings on the controversial website Jihad Watch.” And her
situation is far from unique. To raise questions about militant Islam, or the
extent to which fundamentalism is inherent in Muslim scriptures and

doctrines, is to invite accusations of racism. Can we just clarify here that
Islam is not a race? It’s a religion. So whatever concern about Islam may
be, it’s not racism
http://nationalpost.com/opinion/john-robson-if-you-want-to-accusesomeone-of-prejudice-use-the-right-word

Christine Douglass-Williams: unjustly targeted by
Canada’s “Islamophobia” agenda
Any efforts currently against me in my private work are an unjust, agendadriven and a cruel attempt to intimidate me for my distaste for all
supremacist agendas. I am pro-Muslim and pro-human rights which is why
I wrote my book on The Challenge of Modernizing Islam, featuring
prominent Muslims, revelations of their personal faith, and their remarkable
efforts toward human rights; among them includes the founder of the
Koranist sect in Egypt who suffered, was thrown in jail, tortured and
eventually exiled to America. He warns about the same “fanatics” that have
arrived in America. I am also an advisor to Muslims Facing Tomorrow, a
Canadian progressive human rights Muslim group.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/08/christine-douglass-williams-unjustlytargeted-by-canadas-islamophobia-agenda

Federal appointee to race relations board under
scrutiny for writings on Islam
In a statement to The Canadian Press, Douglass-Williams said it is not
racist to oppose “the jihadist-Islamist” agenda, and that her writings are
entirely in keeping with the work of the board. “Any efforts currently
against me in my private work are an unjust, agenda-driven and cruel
attempt to intimidate me for my distaste for all supremacist agendas,” she
wrote. She pointed to her recent book, “The Challenges of Modernizing
Islam,” as proof that she’s pro-Muslim and pro-human rights.
“My book differentiates between Islamists and human rights-respecting
Muslims who thrive to live peaceably and equally among Westerners,”
Douglass-Williams wrote.

http://nationalpost.com/pmn/news-pmn/canada-news-pmn/federalappointee-to-race-relations-board-under-scrutiny-for-writings-onislam/wcm/2d8f7754-c23c-4637-b949-887414b86030

And here is the book she recently
wrote which could hardly be
called anti-Islam
The Challenge of Modernizing Islam: Reformers
Speak Out and the Obstacles They Face by
Christine Douglass Williams

Freedom of Speech
“Tragically, the idea that censorship is the best tool for
dealing with bad ideologies or nasty speech is widespread
today. Following far-right marches in the US, the cry has
gone out to stymie the speech rights of fascists. This week,
Britain’s Crown Prosecution Service unveiled a terrifying
plan to treat online verbal abuse as a hate crime. And

students will shortly go back to universities at which it has
become instinctual to No Platform anyone who has dodgy
or just uncommon beliefs. We urgently need to resuscitate
freedom of speech – which as its name suggests must be for
everyone – and recognise that the right of people to think,
say, write and publish whatever they see fit is the only way
to keep public life healthy and to sift truth from fallacy.
Censorship is never your friend. It’s one of the most
destructive forces in public life, first because it merely
suppresses rather than confronting bad beliefs, and
secondly because it infantilises the public through deciding
on our behalf what are the right and wrong ways of
thinking. It should never be accepted, in any form. Free
speech remains the great cause of our age.”
~ Brendan O’Neill ~

Free Speech Must Be Defended, Especially When it’s
Controversial
The entire point of freedom of speech is to defend all of us from politicians
who would use their power to control what we are allowed to say. That’s
why defending it in controversial moments – and defending it for groups
we dislike – is essential to protecting all of our rights down the road.

Note that I’m not talking about advocating violence here. Calling
for violence, genocide, and attacks on others crosses into
advocating crimes, which is different than free speech. That is
where the line must be drawn.
https://www.spencerfernando.com/2017/08/16/free-speech-must-defendedespecially-controversial/

Leftist assault on free speech continues, PayPal
bans AFDI UPDATE: RESTORED

It started with Jihad Watch, but it isn’t ending with Jihad Watch, or with
AFDI, of which I am Vice President. The fascists have banned AFDI from
PayPal and are no doubt moving down the list of the SPLC’s “hate groups”
to crush all dissent from their line. Being cut off from domain registrars and
other aspects of the internet backbone is something we expect from
totalitarian governments. Now that power is in the control of almostuniformly left-wing corporate managers.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/08/leftist-assault-on-free-speechcontinues-paypal-bans-afdi

Robert Spencer in PJ Media: Free Speech: The Left
Moves In for the Kill
The Left is mounting an all-out assault against the freedom of speech, and
is using Charlottesville as its Reichstag Fire moment to try to crush all
dissent. The email that started this incident has ominous implications far
beyond the incident itself. Far-Left journalist Lauren Kirchner sent similar
emails to other counter-jihad sites as well — here are her questions, along
with the answers I sent her:
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/08/robert-spencer-in-pj-media-freespeech-the-left-moves-in-for-the-kill

Too Much Power over Free Speech in the Hands of
a Small Number of Big Tech Companies
Geller noted that her website has also been erased from Google search
results, despite having accumulated thousands of posts during the past
thirteen years, and her account has been banned from Google Accents.
“There is a systematic takedown of conservative websites. It’s very
dangerous. Never in the history of mankind has so much power – well, I
shouldn’t say mankind. I shouldn’t say history. There’s Alexander the
Great, okay? – but in recent history, has so much power, immense power,
been in the hands of so few,” she declared.
http://www.breitbart.com/radio/2017/08/24/geller-power-free-speechhands-small-number-big-tech-companies/

PayPal blocks German counterjihad site PI News
In an apparently worldwide concerted action, PayPal is currently
systematically blocking the accounts of, above all, Islam-critical blogs and
individuals. Within a few days, two of the sharpest Islamic-critical US
websites received a letter from the group, and PI is now affected. The PI
donation account has been blocked to PI because of its “type of activity.”
Obviously, Islam takes more control of the world every day. There are
more than ambitious helpers here: left-wing ethicists and their own peoplehating groups and individuals, such as George Soros. Jihad Watch reported
that, among others, ProPublica, funded by George Soros, had been called
to classify and block sites like Jihad Watch as hate sites.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/08/paypal-blocks-german-counterjihadsite-pi-news

French satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo draws
more controversy with new cartoon on Islam
French satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo published Wednesday a
provocative front-page cartoon about Islam and the recent terror attacks
in Spain, leading to criticism that it risked fanning Islamophobia. The latest
edition of the magazine, which was targeted by Islamist gunmen in 2015,
shows two people lying in a pool of blood having been run over by a van
next to the words "Islam, religion of eternal peace."

http://www.france24.com/en/20170823-france-satirical-magazine-charliehebdo-new-cartoon-controversy-islam-barcelona-cambrils-at

And then they even try to kill you:
Robert Spencer files ethics complaint against Hjalti
Már Björnsson, Leftist Icelandic doctor who treated
him for poisoning
Was the Icelandic doctor Hjalti Már Björnsson’s curious downplaying of my
poisoning in Iceland politically motivated? He has written for the hard-Left
Icelandic publication Stundin. Does the Hippocratic Oath’s promise to heal
not apply to those who are defamed by the Southern Poverty Law Center?
Spencer believes that Hjalti’s analysis was based on politics and not
medical science.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/08/robert-spencer-files-ethics-complaintagainst-hjalti-mar-bjornsson-leftist-icelandic-doctor-who-treated-him-forpoisoning

The Enemy – Antifa,
BLM, SPLC, PayPal,
Google and many more
Terrorism is defined as “the use of violence and intimidation in
pursuit of political aims”. This definition is the same definition
used to declare ISIS and other groups, as terrorist organizations.
AntiFa has earned this title due to its violent actions in multiple
cities and their influence in the killings of multiple police officers
throughout the United States. It is time for the pentagon to be
consistent in its actions – and just as they rightfully declared ISIS
a terror group, they must declare AntiFa a terror group – on the
grounds of principle, integrity, morality, and safety.

The Roots of Left-Wing Violence
There is currently, on the streets, smashing storefronts and setting things
on fire, a group called “Antifa,” for “anti-fascist.” Antifa are not a new
phenomenon; they surfaced during the Occupy movement, and during the
anti-globalization protests of the late 1990s and early 2000s. Antifa
movements began in early-20th-century Europe, when fascism was a
concrete and urgent concern, and they remain active on the Continent.
Lately, Antifa have emerged as the militant fringe of #TheResistance
against Donald Trump — who, they maintain, is a fascist, ushering into
power a fascist regime.
http://www.nationalreview.com/article/448275/antifa-protest-donaldtrump-roots-left-wing-political-violence

Why Was This 'Crowd Hire' Company Recruiting
$25 An Hour 'Political Activists' In Charlotte Last
Week?
Trump ignited a political firestorm yesterday during an impromptu press
conference in which he said there was "blame on both sides" for the tragic
events that occurred in Charlottesville over the weekend. Now, the
discovery of a craigslist ad posted last Monday, almost a full week before
the Charlottesville protests, is raising new questions over whether paid
protesters were sourced by a Los Angeles based "public relations firm
specializing in innovative events" to serve as agitators in counterprotests.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-08-16/why-was-crowd-hirecompany-recruiting-25-hour-political-activists-charlotte-last-wee

Antifa Recruiting: ‘One Step Closer
To Revolutionary Political Movement’
They’re armed and ready for “liberation.”With the launch of this new
sect, RAM has set several goals. One short term, known as the
“underground railroad”:

We will create networks for those facing detention, incarceration,
deportation, or white supremacist violence to escape and live with
dignity. We invite revolutionaries to help build a contemporary
underground railroad, outside the reach of the state.

Revolutionaries, social centers, and antifa groups that are already
active can help build greater infrastructure of resistance to
support those fleeing the state. From this foundation, we set the
political framework for the next stages.
http://www.truthrevolt.org/news/antifa-recruiting-one-step-closerrevolutionary-political-movement

CNN, MSNBC, The Atlantic publicize SPLC’s Leftbiased and defamatory “hate group” map
The Left-fascists are moving in for the kill. Each of the listed 22 chapters of
the national security interest group ACT For America is listed under the
category “anti-Muslim.” ACT For America’s policy statement, however,
reads as follows regarding their mission and stance on Muslims: “ACT For
America has never and will never tolerate any bias, discrimination or
violence against anyone, based on their religion, gender, race or political
persuasion. Freedom to practice one’s religion in peace is afforded to each
of us by the U.S. Constitution and we will defend it vigorously.”
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/08/cnn-msnbc-the-atlantic-publicizesplcs-left-biased-and-defamatory-hate-group-map

Freedom Center Confronts CNN’s Blacklist
David Horowitz's life work embodies his support for equal rights for all
races. He has in fact organized protests on more than 100 college
campuses against the oppression of Muslim women. He has published
booklets against the oppression of Muslim women. He has sponsored
panels with Muslim speakers against the oppression of Muslim women.
There are numerous videos of his campus speeches on the Internet where
he can be seen saying that his efforts are not directed against all Muslims,
but are conducted on behalf of most Muslims against the hijacking of their
religion by totalitarian radicals who are conducting a campaign of hatred
against Jews, gays, and other minority groups.
http://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/267663/freedom-center-confrontscnns-blacklist-frontpagemagcom

MGM Resorts International will match employees’
donations to “civil rights groups,” including HamasCAIR, SPLC, and ADL
The SPLC, traffickers in blood libel and incitement to murder, is a hate
group that the left counts on to smear, defame and destroy those who are
brave enough to oppose their totalitarian agenda. This Soros-funded
opposition research smear machine never identifies leftist or Muslim hate
groups, and demonizes legitimate opposition to the left’s agenda by
lumping it in with neo-Nazis and the KKK. MGM Resorts International
denounced “hate speech and hate-based actions” in a letter to employees
that offered to match their donations to civil rights groups, including the
Anti-Defamation League.
https://pamelageller.com/2017/08/mgm-donations-cair.html/

Media
Contrived Media Maelstrom Making Ezra Levant the
'Donald Trump of Canada' by Judi McLeod
Media hype notwithstanding, it was not Charlottesville coverage that threw
TheRebel to the ravening wolves but that Ezra Levant is an acknowledged
counter-jihadist continuing to put truth to power on video. The Canadian
Lib-left has been looking for a Canuck Donald Trump to kill off Canadian
Conservatism ever since Justin Trudeau came into power. Looks like they
found him in Ezra Levant.The only thing I could possibly add to Ted
Byfield’s take on the current Rebel Media ‘scandal’ is this: Without Ezra
Levant Canada will NEVER have as powerful a Conservative voice in our
lifetime.
http://canadafreepress.com/article/contrived-media-maelstrom-makingezra-levant-the-donald-trump-of-canada

Except that he hasn’t fallen, and his critics offer no
reason whatever why he should
I had a singular experience last week. I read the longest newspaper story
I’ve ever seen. No, it did not concern the assassination of the American

president, nor a nuclear attack by North Korea, nor the catastrophic fiscal
collapse of the Ottawa government. None of the above.The astonishing
fact is that what filled nearly the whole front page, plus five full inside
pages of the National Post newspaper and ran to something like 10,000
words was an account of the rise and fall of a Canadian journalist.
https://tedbyfield.wordpress.com/2017/08/24/10000-words-to-describethe-rise-and-fall-of-ezra-levant/

Stand With TheRebel
https://www.therebel.media/stand-with-the-rebel

Other Articles
An Orwellian War on the Past
One of the great things about public life is that it’s a patchwork of the
historical events that made our nations. Take a walk through a city and
you’ll see statues of soldiers, politicians, authors, suffragettes and others
who shaped our societies. And most of them will have held views or done
things we would consider questionable in 2017. So what? The point is they
made history, and its right for the public sphere to reflect that. The logic of
the Year Zero crew is that we should see only historical figures they
approve of (if there are any). It’s a low, brutal form of censorship, and we
should have no truck with it.
http://www.spiked-online.com/newsite/article/an-orwellian-war-on-thepast/20228

No place is truly safe from jihad attacks — and why
is that?
“No place in Western Europe is truly safe from the warriors of Islam.”And
why is that? Because of the Muslim migrant policies that Western European
leaders have pursued with indefatigable single-mindedness, while smearing
all opponents of these suicidal policies as “racists” and “Islamophobes.”
Theresa May, David Cameron, Angela Merkel, Emmanuel Macron and
François Hollande, et al — these are the destroyers of Europe.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/08/no-place-is-truly-safe-from-jihadattacks-and-why-is-that

Terror can be conquered ONLY with greater terror
The West fails to recognize as an immutable fact that radical Islam is not
just a religion; it is also a political totalitarian movement, just like
communism and fascism. The movement embraces a fanatical agenda that
includes religious supremacy and a Marxist-type utopian/egalitarian
standard of virtue. However, unlike communism and fascism, which were
adopted by countries that could be defeated militarily, radical Islam is not a
country. It is a mass movement sustained by an ideology embodied in

unlimited human resources around the globe. We must learn from past
experience. Vladimir Lenin, the father of modern terrorism, who was also
on the receiving end of it, summarized his experience with Bolshevik
brevity: "Terror can be conquered ONLY with
http://www.familysecuritymatters.org/publications/detail/terror-can-beconquered-only-with-greater-terror

The Alt-left Toy Smashing Tosspots
There is something deeply sinister about this Khmer Rougesque desire to
erase the past. The alt-left seeks hygiene of the mind. It wants to expel
undesirables. It wants to cleanse and protect minds with trigger warnings,
Safe Spaces, No Platforming and censorship. It sees free speech as
dangerous because it allows freedom of thought. The alt-left has
consequently developed a Manichean mindset. One routinely hears rhetoric
of ‘you are either with us or against us’, as the alt-left increasingly directs
its ire at ‘centrist fence-sitters’. This is the language of Stalin.
http://www.spiked-online.com/newsite/article/the-alt-left-toy-smashingtosspots/20243#.WaCEICiGPIU

Youtubes
Robert Spencer video: 6 ways Leftists are working
to curtail the freedom of speech
In this new video, I discuss six recent collaborations between Leftists and
Islamic supremacists to curtail the freedom of speech.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/08/robert-spencer-video-6-ways-leftistsare-working-to-curtail-the-freedom-of-speech

“The Big Lie” is about the Fascist threat in America
that comes from Democrats.
Interview with Dinesh d’Souza. Don’t start with Robert E. Lee. Start with
Senator Robert Byrd.

http://media.vidmax.com/media/video4/161623/stream.mp4

Robert Spencer full one-on-one explosive interview
with Tucker Carlson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PdI2khvlGmg

And now for a little humour!
Steyn on Hillary Calling Trump a 'Creep': 'I Thought
She Was Recalling Her 1st Date With Bill'
"When she's talking about this guy looming behind her, making her feel
uncomfortable, invading her space, with a reputation for groping women,
and she wants to say, 'Back off, you creep,' I thought she was recalling her
first date with Bill," Steyn said.
http://insider.foxnews.com/2017/08/23/mark-steyn-tucker-carlson-tonighthillary-clinton-audio-book-creep-trump-election
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